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was fastened with A325 bolts ~nd the other with A502 Gr-. l_·· 
rivets. A theoretical aha1ysfs Of 'the load partition is· also 
described. 
... 
The :ult.-iqr9-:te ·s-t-retigth and distri:but·ion of. :fqy:,qe i:n 
_______ _:. _____ _ 
. . ,--- .. --~- . ····." . 
. the joints was. asce-r-ta_ined. . -The results of the two j:_oints :wer·e 
/ 
compared· since. their join~ geometry was the sarn~.. On.1y the. type 
of .. fastener d·iff-ered. The te?t:-· results ind.ic.at-e·d -that at ev.et'y 
,load level the r.iveted jeint exhib:Lted gr.e.ate:r ·:flexibility than 
. Ill"... ~ 
. ; the· bolted joint~ The tests also .illustrated: :that :there is more 
variation. in the loadw .. c~rried · by individual fasteners in the 
bolted joint than in the riveted joint although th,e bolted joint. 
1 
was 27% stro~ger than the riveted joint. The average- shear 
strength of the bolted joint at ultimate load was 60% of the 
'. . 
shear strength of a single bolt. The riveted joint failed when 
• 




• Hence, the study confirmed that the strength of large 
shingled bolted and riveted joints decreases with increasing joint 
length. TC:~vobserved reductions were comparable to the reductions 
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·-·-in-a:_-:-shi-ng-le. joint was -e*t--ended to pPevia-e- the stress ·resultan.t~s 
. . . .. 
-~.in. c1_!_l.._._P~~~~ elements and a~ all faste·ner shear planes.· · Matrix 
·-- ...... -· .. --------- -- -- --- _, ----'-·--··-· ·--- ... ··: 
notation is used to ·expres·s. t~1e e·quilibrium and compatibility 
. . 
conditions. The exp_erimental results were compared with the 
. .· . -
. ' 
,- •• ~!" :. -- -·-- ' L 
theo\.etical analysis and show~d: good. agreement within the eiastie:. 
t •.• - ... 
. 
. 
-.region.. ·The re:sul.t·s .Q_:~·.so clssisted in evaluating the boundary 
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... ~-
1.1. Shingle Joint_~-_. • 
.. 
. 
-the· main member consists .of several ·plies of· ·material, suct_i ·a:s · - . 
built-.up box sections of chord members on a' tru.ss ·b;idge. ' . This-
type of· -connection prov·ides a more grc3:dual transfer of load 
throughout the joint.··_ Figure 1 shows a· schemat·i·c view of a tyJ~~--




tbe ,~ansmission of force thc3t is assumed to take, place in this 
type of :JO'~~(, '.£ ~ connection is used irt Order to minimize the 
'\) • / V i 
joint thickneis/,a id may also facilitate the connectl;On of. the· ( /1 
. 
. ' j j 
' J 
.. various bridge c-9mponents in a ·truss bridge... ,F.or example, pl~~te· 
• '-1 
"A" may serve as a gu~set for other memb_er.s framing into the 
chord. 
By terminating the main plates. in stages at different 
locations, the continuation plate can serve as a cover plate . 
• 
· over regions of the joint. The total joint load at each plate . 
• 
··discontinuity within the joint is carried by the remaining plates 
at that location. If all main plates were to· ··terminate at the 
same location, as is the case f~ butt joints, the joint thickness 
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They ·reported on a· series o·f. five ~ma)Ll butt ~joi:nit::1.· 
. · :(:$:ee Fig. 2) and two large s~ingle joints~- whi,c·h sjimu?-,ated the __ 
:~.eal joint of .. a chord member _tram the B.ato·1'.1 Roug~· __ Int-erstat:e .. 
•. . truss. bridg,e.. F·~)u.r bo·lted and three riveted joints of AS72 steel 
'fastened ~ti.th 7/8.·:~n. A~25 bolts or .. J\:502 Gr. 1 rivets ·respective-
ly were test-ed. Table i .. summarizes· the material p:r.operties of 
' ' ' . 
the j_:o~nt components:. •. 
The results of the :control butt- jo·in·t·s ar.e: summarized 
::in Table: 2:. The bolt·ed joints gave a me·an qoefficient of sli,p qf 
.. 
. . ·\ 
o. 36 '• . .. . . The sl:L.P loads obtaine~ from the two l'.'iveted ,jo.ints ih---···--· 
dicated that the clamp=i:;ng force • 
.. 
• 
The large test joint 3imensions of these joints are 
shown in Fig.. 3. \\ The geometry of the large test joints was 
governed by the length, cross section and load capacity limi-, 
tations of the testin.g machine. The cross section of the test 
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-Splice·· (Se~ Fig. · 1) and· On1y ·. one' haltof the·• joint wa; cnosen~ ;· -- ·--. --- ·,-. . . .. . 
. -~ . 
.. . 
- . ' 
., 
, 
-- ----• . --,--- - - ......... _.,"":-····· •. • • • 
, • . 
-·-, .. ~. . ., ••. ,ci!I'_ .1/l •.. ·.- ·-·.--·-
.... ··--·- --------···--··-·----------··-;-· 
-· E-ach test--~-jeint: -co~t-a-in-ed qne half· of th.e nwnber of fas·terters in- · --- ~ _: ___ - . . . ~ 
. 
. . ~- . 




The o~e·rall :beh·a-vior of the large J;:~ol:te.d and riveted 
0 joint~ is summarized in Fig'• 4. 'Tha~ure compares the measured 
. ' 




.:~a-$ ,·¢ompara.b.le,. ·a1·t:hotigh. the· ·ov·e-ra·11 deformations in th~ riveted 
.-, j'o.:!nt c:ilw_ay:s e,xceed·ea t·he :·deformations it-I the bolted joint at_: ·all 
' . 
:iev'i~ls of .load ·incl-uding·: t,_he_ w~)~king loa.d of 3090 kips. The _joi-nt: 




_ ... ·4·s·1·ng ·the~ .n:.et· and gr.c}ss cr9s::§ s.eGtion. area bounded the mea~µred .""fl', •. 
• 
behav'ior. Th:e· gross cross sect.ion a_r~a best represented the 
... t.est ·re·s:u.Its,-._-
-.. -, 
, ·T.he slip -behavior :of the two ·1a:rg.e 5·9ints was in rea--
so.nable ag:t'eement with the sma-11 joints. The large bolted joint 
slipped at a load equivalent to .a slip c~efficient of 0.31. This 
was equal to· the smallest value obtained from the small bolted 
,f 
J joint tests. Large and complex bolted joints are unlikely to 
slip the full amount of the bolt hole ~learance as was illus-- .... 
' trated by these studies. Thi~ large bolted joint was observed 
. 
to slip 0.035 inches, only 54% of the hole clearance. ~he large 
riveted joint also slipped at alload equivalent to the minimum 
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behavior up to and including slip. Also·, it- wa·s not possible to 
. 
-
compare the expe;rtment.al results~ ¥]ith theory · because boundary con;.. . 






when the maobJ~ne· ca;pacity was reached'. 
. Th_e; st.u<Iy indicated · that h_ighet·· :WO.I'ki-ng shea-r: _s.,t_r·ess: 
.. 
-~p:pe:ared. reasonable fop: working - loads. _ The- d:t.st.ribut--ion· ·_of, ,for,c.e 
• 
-
• I , t:o the ind:i:v·ioual plates. w_as about tije $_·arne whe·t:her· . o_r not loa,d ~:· . .. 
transfer w.a.s due t.o shea.~ and bea~,i.ng .of fastener~ '.Or by ··-fr~c-t·ion .; ., · · _; 
.. ~r· .. :., ·, .! 
.,,. ' 
.Ye'··· 
.. -··the study· a·lso ind:icat··ed. tha.t t-~_e· .currently used de-
- 'S'.·igfl· ·,concept of d·i·strilJuting -Clrtly the force··· of th~ discontin- . 
uous plate into the lap plates is not realistic. The forces in. 
each dis,continuous plate element were transferred primar~ly t.nto: 




The objectives of thi~ study were: 
(1) To .observe joint behavior beyond slip. 
(2) Ascertain the ultimate strength and distribution 
of force in the joints. 
(3) 
(4) 
Define boundary conditions more precisely. 
Extend the.theoretical solution for the load 
:r 
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, ... - ": .. ,· (5) Compare experimental work· with:. the theorett~a:I._. . . . 
. . . .. , ·-, -·-·"_"":\ .. ·: . 
:.. -~--=--- __ ..cc-;-,- __ __. . ·. -----~-- ~_. --- : -.- ;· 
-elastic solution. 
(6) Provide experimental evidence to assist ·in ex-
\ . 
. 
,\) ., .... ·--·· tending the theoret~cal·sollition into the iri-.. 
.. 
,: 
.. ~ . .J elastic region. • 
:J. . 
.. 
The experimenta:i st·udy consisted of ·t.t1e· modif_ic·at:Lon: 
anti 'r~testing of the l_arge. -joints previously 'test·eq_. 
. 
•. All comput?t.ions for the. theo:pet:-iccfl. ~.o:1ut:ibrt. w~-r.e_. 
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-symmetric as s-ho\'Jn in Fig. S_. In· the deve_iopment of ! th~ theo~ : 
'Ir,, . ·. 
. t ·-~-. 
. 
retical ·solution ·advant:age is. take·n: of· the synun~try and- only 
, . .,.; ....... 
;. one-half -of _t:-h.e. j·oi_nt ·is analyzed.· The idealized j,o·int used :in 
this inve~t __ igat_ion .is shown ir1 F'ig. 6 ~ ~ .' >I:!' The part _be:tween .wher~e-
two plates are cut is d:e:f·ined --a:_s a portion. -of: a s_hingl·e: j:o·in·t.-
:1· (\ / 
··~J·~ 
Th.is·- s.tuqy .. is·'_ concerned pt-:t~ariiy: w-it-h --dev-:elo:p:ing .a :• . .. 
.-. . 
. 
·solution: for :th~· loc3d, :p,frtition to· the p·la:te:s :and f·asteners 
within the elasti~c range. The t_heoretic.al. :$ol·ut .. ion suggested. 
by Yoshidci a~d, Pishe•r. is used as a foundat:i.ono 1 
Th.e ·t-heo·re_t:i-cal analysis consists basically o.f :co.n--
. s:idering the joint as a statically indeterminate struoture~ 
. The solution of the problem follows the well known ineth:od:s of, 
~ .•; 
mechanics.· Two basic conditio~s are formulated. One satisfies 
.. the condition of equili?rium arid the other insures that con-
tinuity or compatibility ~ill be maintained throughout the joint I 
.,....,"_..,.,• , . .., 
\>, 
length. These conditions yield the solution of the problem • 
2.2 Assumptions 
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. ·, .filled and- the-~!!_g}l i~~~n_~-~11tt_ in._a· region. ---- _-.. ·-. ' • ~ 
·1 •. ,,.;: 
- ' . . . . • • . 
. 
. I ,., f but not nepess-ari.ly throughout ·'the joint •. 
(2) . Even when s_~ip has ncr~ ·d_evelo_ped, the transfer 
of force, due '.~to friction can be . cons iclered as 
r.estricted to· ··t.he faying surface adj·a.·cent .t·o . 
.-the bolt. ·fJ;he sa.me load-dis placement .. rela-tiort.;. ·-
ship is assumed· to- hold .rega,rd1ess of th·e 
actual load ... :'t°i'ans·:f:er-· ·mechanistn. · . . ' . .. - .. '' .- - ' . 
. : .. . . 
~· (3) The pl:ate ·:thiclgles.s r.e-maihs cons:t:aht -:within: -a· 
.region but mgy c_ha-ng_e t:hr.o~g:ho:ut the 5-oint. :J\ 
constant ,p~a·te stiff:nes.s 'is .used to express 
-elongations. betwee·IJ: fas:te11e:r~ ~s -.a function of 
gross area. 
:-' 
(4) The- joint is divid'e:d iht-o gage strips even when 
the fasteners of adjacent stri~s are 1staggered. 
No attempt is made to match the boundary con~ 
ditions between,str~ps. 
·(S) 
f •• t·· 
Figure 7 schematically shows the idealization 
of the joint used for the theoretical analysis. 
It is assumed that the .plates separated by the 
principal slip plane will act as a unit and the. 
joint will behave as an µnsymmetrical butt joint~ 
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. compol)ents; (a) the ·top·:ra,p plate, (b) the ·main . ~- :_· · 
. . . 
~ 
·------- ---- -- ---· ... 
· ;pl.ate_, and_· ( C) . ·the -bottom _ lap_ plat:_e • . .. · _ The p.late~s- -----~-.-' -------· ____ .. ___ --
. .. have a different ·.stiffness in ,each portion along' 
. . 
·.--:" the joint. 
The longitudinal ·1i·ne, o.f: -:ht:?1es parc;111·e'l to the axial 
.. 
.,;,, . 
load is ca.lled a line and th~ s.pa,ce · between each hole is ' called 
,, ' 
a. 1p.itch. The transverse seri.e_:s o,f holes i's ,called a row .and the: 
' i . 
distance between transvers..e _holes is call_ed the gage (See. F·ig:. 8). 
As was noted ~n as.sumption' 4, the fasten~rs a~o-ng- eaoh, .. lin·e- ne·ed 
{I 
-not--eli~ Qt each row. --A -Staggered pattern can be eVal11ateci in 




2.3. Equilibrium and Compatib'iiity ·Relati-onsltips: 
·.i:..,. 
,,~,t1e equilibrium con<}tt_t_ons can be visualized witl1 ·the, 
aid of Fig. 8. This figure s-hows a typical butt joint with three 
bolts. All three plates are assumed to h~ffererit stiffness • 
. 
For purpo·ses of analysis, the join~ is divided into gage strips as 
-shown. --Forces between· bolts J-1 and J-·in plates 1, 2, and 3 are 
-··-classified as PlJ' P 2J and P3J respectively. They are referred 
to as the plate forces in element J. The shear forces in bolt 
J at shear surfaces between plates 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 are 
. . 
classified as RlJ and R2J respectively. 
:•: 
\ -~--,. 
.. .... •. 
•' . . ~ 
,, 
• 
-----· .~-, .: •. ,_, ·;. . r-·-·--. ':;, 
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. 11 -
... · . / -- . . : 
. . . 
·-~--- ·.1 ' • 
tD_. ,,: - -
.: . ' . 
-:: _. . 
. - ,. . 
-· . . . ~ --
•
• ., - •• ~-~-. V . 
~-- '' --~., AS was noted in assumption 2, the forces R.ij re(}regent ... · : _ 
.'· 1 - ""· . 
. ·.she·ar On the fastener Or Concentrated faying surface fOrces due 
. . 
to friction. Th~ faying surface force can be considered as a , 
;• ... , 
"1· . ~ . : 
-fastener force·· for convenience. 
__ ,:: __ ' ~ 
The.p_efor~e, the- f.orc.es· in, ... ;e.a:ch 
plate can be calculated from the applied load PO . and , the force ·. 
in the fastener R .. from equilibrium considerations. The direc-
- . 1J '. : . . . ' ... ·,. . 
;· . 
p 
tion of the load transfer to the fastener on each shear surf ace-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 




ConSiOering the al:lsolute values. of .fo.rces irt. fasteners,, 
1 
·- J. 
. ~. t:he force in the plates of the element J + 1 of Fig. 8 can be 
·formuiated f·rom e.qu·ilibrium_. a.s .;,-· 
p .... 2,. -~ ·+ l. 
·. 
P-3- J- . 1· 
. ·: :,: •. + 
In matrix form, the plate fore es ·are .,•., 
\ . 
~. .1 
J • ·p 




- + -1· -1 • 
·p 
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. - ,· .. ~ . -·-.(1) 
' ',~ .,.,; b· . • '• 
J 
where _·p J' P J + 1 , and RJ are force vectors for the plate elements 
J and .J. + l and fastener J respectively .• : t:. iS a·, coefficient ·matrix 
for plate forces • 
. 
The compatibility · conditions deS·cribed hereafter· ~fs:s-ume 
t·hat_ the fasteners in the, j'c;>int are in contact with -the plat.e-,. · 
Justification for this a'.SS'_wrtption is given in R·e.f-•. 8., 
. . ' For a j_oint wh-ich def·orms in the manner suggested, one 
.. 
r·, 
~~Y- write the co~patibility· equ~tions for dis pla·cements· of t_he 
fasteners and the connected parts. Consider first the compat-
ibility equation between plates 1 and_2. This is illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 9(.~). As load is applie.d to the joint the -~ 
i .. ' 
deformation~ are considered within the joint at points J and 
J + 1 betwe~n plates 1 and 2.: Due to the applied load plate 1 
• 
will have elongated ~o that distanc·e between holes in plate 1 
is p + eJ + 1 ._ Plate_ 2 will have elongated and its distance 
will ~e ~iven by p + e'J + 1 • From Fig. 9(a) it can be seen that 
-
. . . ·-· \ 
or 
( .. : 
.•· (2) 
•!, 
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. - .. 
.. 
=: _:·:the_:.fastener --pitch 
. ' . . 
. ·-·· - ·• -.. ~-··--- --.. . 
.. 
= ?P.parent. defQrmation at .. ·f·astener J . 
llJ + 1 = apparent .d.eformation.. at fastener J + 1 
.' ' E!q+l&ej+l = ·ela:$t,.j.q deforma.tion. ·of plates 1 ·ana:-:· 2: 'frir. · 
.,. e:1e·ment J + l 
The fastener deformations include the effects ·of friction;; 
. SJwar, bending, and bearing of the f.astenet- ,and the localized effect 
'·' 
•. 
o_f:~ :b.earing on the· pl~tes. I.t .. is· assumed: that t·he: .fastener- ·d:i~ameter · = 
• ••• ; __ ._ • • • : • ' ' ' .·•• .• • . •• . ·,. J • . • • .• • • • 
- l 
does not change due to appli!:;!d lo·ad. 
lf the plate elongatipn and fastener deform.ations are 
.. 
expressed as functions of the loads in· the plate~ ,and £c1.~teners, 
·Eq:. 2 can be written as 
.,· 6(RJ) + e(P.J_, .. _ +·._·· .. _l, ____ ) :;: =A(·R; __ . - -1·) -:f· :e.'··(PJ:_ -)-:1 
. '7= + +· 1 
or 
• 
where a(~), a(RJ + 1 ) are bolt defor~ticins a~ e(PJ + 1 ), 






In the elastic range they can be expressed 
-
-
. , ' 
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The elastic constant .K wa:s derived for bolts in bo.lt.ed 
. 13 joints by Tate and Rosenfeld. · The solution was compa~ed b_y 
,,~-
Fisher with experimental data and yielded reasonable ag_reem.ent 
. h. h 1 . 9 wit int e e ast1c range. 
C'.; 
-._, 
• For shear: 
• 
:.,,. ~ + 4tlt; + 4t2 t + ~ 'i ,;• For bending: ~ (5) 'I 1 2 --1 · 192Eib I.' 





and· the constant K was evaluatedr-,as ~ 
- 2 
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where 
. '\ . ·-· 
~ 
r . 
' ' ' 
: ;-
..... .. ---··~..:_:_-_...;__-,.....:.---- ·--.- . ' .... : ....... :~ . 
.. 
-·' -
- fastener ~rea 
~-;.. 
.: 
-J< .= ·µ 'T 
·w.n~r:-e· :µ and: 1· are ''l?:egre:$.:$iOn: coef f icien.t.S:,~ 'Thei ·coef'f ic.ie:nt T ; 
:<.:.,. 
. 
was· :founq ·to be etfual · t·o .. ~the· ultimate s·hear_ streng~h _in k:Lps. ·of 
"· 
.and ·g.eome·tric-al pro:pe·rt·i.es, ·of the plate and bolt.· FoI.' 7 /8 • in • 
. A32-S bolts te~s.ted in: high strength "Steel plates a ,ialue of 23 
was ~uggested. 'For rivets the coefficient µ was found to be 19 •9 
Two different types of shear jigs were prepared to 
~imulate.the conditions in the full size joints~ The ultimate 
• 
,~ strength and load-deformation characteristics shear jigs are 
shown in Fig. 9(b). The ultimate shear strength was 92 kips in 
the bolted shear jig and 56 kips in the riveted shear jig. This 
yielded elastic constant .K equal to 1064 for A502 Gr. 1 rtvets 
and 2116 for A325 bolts. 
By substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3, the general com-
.patibility equation for internal J can be expressed in terms of 
the forces ·in the -plates and fasteners as 
: .. 
. 
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Similarly, the comp:at:,i'.bil-i.t-'Y. :·eq.u-at.ion between p1a:tes 
2 and 3 can.be· expressed as 
. I 
Letting 
Equations 7 a·nd 8 
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. .· . - . .. 
_,., . or in matrix form · · : 
R. · - R 1, J + 1 .·, 1, J 
~ K , · i< l .. - l 
---· 




- -R· J + 1 R2 J 0 
K2· K3 p· 
J 1 2., - -- + - 2, + 




J + 1 I 
Ill or 
l<J - - -. - R + s PJ -
·1 + l·. ·J + . (11·) 
• 
. , 
where Rj, R J + 1 , and P J + 1 are the fastener forces for fastener 
number J .and· J + 1 and plate. ~lement J ·+ 1 re-spectively. S i:s a. 
. ~ 
coefficient matrix for fastener· for·ce.s an_d· is a- function .of the: . 
I 
I . different rigidities at each portion. 
·Solution of Equilibrium and Compatibility Equations 
·The theoretical solution of a joint with multiple main 
plates can be obtained by consideration of the schematic shown in 
Fig. 7. It is assumed that the plates reported by the principal 
slip plane will act as a unit and the joint will behave as an un-
symmetrical butt joint. The top, middle, and bottom part of the 
• 
joint are assumed to act as solid bodies with appropriate rigid-
ities within each portio~. Equilibrium and compatibility equations, 
(Eqs. 1 and 11) can be developed for each element. By applying 
suitable boundary conditions the fastener forces along the prin..:.··· · · 
fl'• 
cipal shear surface and the plate forces for the top, middle, and 
bottom plates can be obtained from the solution of the equations. 
The unknown fastener force at element i are R1f and 
R4 ., (i = 1, 2, ·3, .. .. , 16). Thirty-two unknown fastener forces. . 1 
"' 
) ... . 
•• ~ . ~ ,_ r 
. -, 
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' -. .• :' ,·.~:.:::: ~:~.~,.~~ be expI'~ssed ·as ·a-·ftlnct:iQif of the initiaJ. plate force p and' 
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' . / ) 
the bolts forces ~ 1 and R4 1 • : To -ass,ist in determining the 
' . ' . . 
. . . 
unknown bolt forces R1,, and R4., 1 , .the boundary, conditions at 
• • l> • ,:.: 
the end of the joint will be used. That is , . -
t• ··-
. .. . p 
17 --
p 





a. p . 
'• 0 
c:i. - (l" p I 
I 
.• The coefficient ex, varies betwee-n :0: :and 1. 
.- ·. . ... , ' ·,. . . . - . - -· Its valu.e 
. . • . ' L 
·can· be arbitrarily established ·or a$s·unred_· o_n the bas--is- of q 
rationale $-uch. · as being pro:po-rtiohal- :t:o th_e-·· ;:plat·e: -_are~:. 
', . _ .. , ~ 
Initial Value~ of Plates or Fasteners 
The plate and fastener force,s :at the joint })o~tiitd'.;:1_-rji 
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-
. In . the vector, u,. the uhknown fore es are .R.11 and R41 • .. · 
·· P is. the magnitllde of applied load. The forces in plate an~ 
fasteners can be evaluated from Eqs. -1 and· 11 
-
. PJ + I 
:RJ·.-:· __ 1 
·. · .. + ... 
= P .. +.· ·i: ·R.·J· ... 
. ·a 
-... , . . 
•. 







=· pl +· ERl. 
= ATI +·Ei}u 
-








The calculation procedi1res· can be repeated until the end 
of the joint is reached and ~ 7 is evaluated. The boundaries con-
( . ditions provide three simultaneous equations and .permit the deter-
mination of the two initial fastener forces R11 
~nd R
41
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simultaneously equations for th~two unknowns yi~ld the fastener 









to be obtained as a function of these ·two in.itia1 'fastener· forces-•--c--·· ·· 




. The solutio.n ·of· ·t:he ·:·unsymmetr-i,ca.l butt. splic.e' during 
the first stage· of, tlf~ anal.ysis, yieids·. the f astene-r .. f·o.rce.s on 
_ the principal ~hear surface·· ~nd .. _the ·to·tal ,plat·e·. force witr1in 
each element. T·he second st.ag.~ of the analysis is to determine 
· the force in each individual .plate element and the shear at eac·h: ' . 
. 1 
:fastener shear surface: 
. The second stage of ·the solution for· ·t .. he ,rem.aining un-- · 
knowns will be illustrated with the aid of F'ig. 10 •. The dis con-,. . 
tinuous middle plate can be evaluated by t·he methods described in 
Ref. 1. 
): 
· The shear forces on ~he external faces of· the main plate· 
are known from the first. stage of the analysis. The known fas-
tener for~es are~, i' (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, S), R2, J' (i = 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10), R3 k' (k == 11, 12,- 13, 14, 15, 16), and R4 1., ' 
. ' (i = 1, ••• , 16). Considering the calculation procedure described 
p~eviously only R21 and R31 are considered unknowns. At each 
· -.element, i, the.forces in ~ach plate can b~ expressed as a func-
tion of .the initial plate force P, the known fastener force R1 . 
' 1 
To determine . and R4 
' 
i and the unknown bolt forces R21 and R31 • 
,.. 
·, 'O., ~ 
... 
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.. . .. ·. .. 
. . .1· -~ '· ,' 
. . . ... -- .- . 
. q. . •. . -,-······ • 
. . ( . . 
the unknown bolt .. forc~s R21 ,and R31, ·•the boundary. conditions 
. '-
. 
P1., 6 ~ 0 and P2, 11 :::·o will ~e used •. -' . 
... ------~ ~,. -------,._ ~- .. · . -
-~- -·----.. - .. 
.'-· -----~ --·-.. :-:=--. ...:.. 




:·{ .. - Using the .. ~aine ap:p;roa·c:h·- as that µsed ·in· Ref. 1, co~, 
. . . 
' 











Cqns.td·e:ring _ the absol-ut:e· v:crluefs ... of·: ·_for·pes: ... ·1n: _:fasteners.~ 
.. 
· · t-he :f.o.rc·e-s= ir1 the· plate of the: element· J ·+ ··l ·of fig·._.· .10 c.a-a_ l)e. 
.... , 
.· .\ 
·p, - ·=· ·p. . - --· -R .. · ·- R 
,· :.l·,, .. J +· :.1 ·1, :J· .. ··,1_, .. J: . - · .. 2 .., .. J 
1?2, J + 1 = P2., J + R2, J - R3, J 
., 
P3 J + 1 " ·~-= p.-:. -_J. + R3· -.J- J<4· · -~:J: . 
' :3_, .. . . '· ·.:, . 
In matrix form, the _plate fc>:r'ces. a:r-e· 
pl J 
' . + 1 









pl., . J 





-·1 -~1 :0 
. Q: 
i:-, I, . 
.0 .1 
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I :· . . 
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::;-- ··1. ' --. --
• •• 1 . 
. ... ,. -22 ·.·· 
. . . . ., 
. . 
. . ,-I----:- - ·- -.,.- --,.-.--- _·- -- -- .• - ···-" • -.,~- -·- - -
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· . J Similarly, ~onsidering- ·the direction of fo_rces in portion' · 
. 2, coefficient matl'iX Bll can be .defined as ·. · 
/ 
,.:,_ .. ,; -- ' ". . ...... 
- .-- II· 
. . B 
o o - ·o 
= 0 -1 · ~·1 
0 
0 
0 0 "1 · -1 · · 
.. 
(19) 
at§.nbe., the equilibritlin cond;Ltion for portion 2 can be expresses as· 
' .•. ~:-., ..... ··'- ., .. ,. .. ': ... , - . 
. . -~ -. 
The plate f orceS in port:ion III cah be cg].cµlat,ed directly fvom 
the known shear ,:f.or:ce·s-~ 
Matrix C 
-~....a.. • ..:..._ • ._.------···---····----, - ·--- • 
·(";2.(l).. 
Cons:id=ering the d·irect.ion of th.e: deformations of the 
fasteners in portion 1, the compatibility equation can be expressed 
in terms of the. forces in plate and f~steners as 
Rt, - Rl (Known value) -J + 1 J + l. 
' • 




(21) :R3 .. - R3 1 + p4 -J + l J 1 3, J + J , 
' ' ::R 
~-- R4--J (Known value) : . + 1 4 J + 1 
' ' 
, 
Using matrix notation, the bolt forces in·portion I are 
Rl, J + 1 0 0 0 01 I P1 J + 1 
'>-
-R2, - R2 J + K -1 1 0 p2 J + 1 - (22) J + 1 
' 
' 
R3, J + l R3. J 0 -1 l p3 ·J + 1 
' 
. ' , 
• R4, + 1 0 0 0 '70 J 
:"'\.-' 
.. 
. ~._". . 
? 
' 












. R . 
.. J + ·1 
- ·-· I -
= RJ + Kc· ·PJ + l 
· ( 23)'··· 
where CI is a coefficient matrix for fasten.er · forces in portion I. . · 
./. .. 
... 
. Similarly, · considering the _directions of de:fo:r:-mations of the fa$ .. > 
teners in· ·port:iOn II we obtain cbeffiqient matrix CII as • . 
• 
,I-.' 
··O :Q , .. -Q · 
... 0 
--· . ; 1. ' 
:· -0 ·-.·1. ··1 







-.· ·= : .... - - .-,-, ' ' . 
... -. 
,. •• :-. .:·!.-- - . - -... ·--~- ·-
Renee) the: compatibl.li:ty equatio:n. f~r portion !! can he express.ed _ _ _ _ 
.lL., • •·s-•" • -:·.-- --- ---.. - - . -;--·- --
as. 




·.:c l~> + K C ... p 
J . J +, l 
., 
Initial Va,lue .. s of :p1·at.e·s: ·or Fastener 
In ma.tr.ix· :f.orm ~-: . 
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-' ; =~ ~. ' ~3;_ 0 0 0 1· .o -- R21 





1 .. . 
or,,:,r.:;-;_~·· 
·---- --n· _.· ~u--·_:· ·--. . . . . 
. . . ('29:J 
- ~- ,_ • .A.., .. ., •• 
where.$nthe unknown vector Uthe real unknowns ,c:1r_1;i ~21 and R31• 





on ~e principal shea~•urfaces. Pis the applied load. The---~~~~--~ 
---- ----- ,,. .. --· --~-- -· -
• 
. forces in plates and fasteners are calculated by means of Eqs. 18 
and 23 in portion- I and Eqs. 20 and 25 in portion II. 
·· The same calculation procedures as described in sectiort 
2 were repeated until P11 a_nd applying the b.oundc3.ries conditions 
gave a two order simultaneous equation to determine the two initial 
• 
fastener forces R21 and R31 . All other forces in plate and fas-




Similarly, the same procedure is followed to obtain the 
forces in plate and fastener for the top plate • 
. ; 
; .... 
. . , 
·, 
'., 
..,... -- :J 
';I; ,-·t 
' _· _.' ~ .· : '-. '-; -.- . :- .·- .. • - ' ~' .. ' :> • • • 
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·• 
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·:'·· 3. ·EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION i " 
...... .. ...... l 
. .,. .,·. 
~---~-- .... 
. 3, .. 1 Introauction :\ ·.· 
'• 
The tests on large s·hingle joints (see Fig. 3). were . ..,, . 
·I . . 
· loaded up to the capacity of the s,000,000 ·1b.. testing machine~ 1 
'iill .. ..."" 
Excep·t ·for slip, no marked non~linear- ·beh·8vior was.· observed in 
·-
the joints.and it was not possible to determine the joint strength. 
. I 
' . 
Therefore, it was decided t:o :reduce ·the. n·et cross sectional area 
~ 
of the joints so that failure could occur within the machine's 
capacity·. Since the· ten.s.il~ s-t-r.e-n=gth of' the plate mat·erial ·was 
·.· ... • ... 2 W• .,_,,.-,. 







·Three major factors ·.~e~r~g_9I)s_iq_e~_~g __ ~h~n dev_eloping ___ .. .---- ·-~--c-~-.-_..,....--------- .. -:----· 
--- -- --·,.. ·-·-'-·- ---·---~--~---:·-~---':-., .·. -'---.-- ~-,---------:-----': . ' . . - . . . -_ --. ----
~.. . . 
the joint modifications: 
:(.1) The restilt.·s -of· th··e tno.dified joi·nt test were to be 
. 
·,correlated· with the test results of the original 
·joint. Therefore, it was important that the ratio 




(2) It was desirable to modify the joint without dis-
assembling it in the test portion. Major slippage 
had already occurred throughout the.joint length 
and the fasteners were bearing against the plates. 
The intent of subsequent testing wast~ continue 
" 
the loading until fai~ure, in order ~o observe joint 
..,~ 










· .· .. ··26· . 
. . . . \ 
'1 





(3) . The join~ should1il: 1n.the test _portio~!'nd .not. 
:#): 
in the loading grips·. T.ne: .. grip areas of .the joint·s·. ;ft, 
-had to be re inf arced because som.e of the p'lates in . 
- -.·-.·- . 
- ~------ --
--
.. this area had. craeked· during' the ·earlier test and 
most of the rivets had sheared off • . ..... 
! 
A sketch- :of- ·.t:he modif:ied j·o_int i:s s·ho.wn :-in· Fig,. ·i.1=~- :.-
, ' 
,· Figure 12 shows the joint s·he,~r planes ano ·the he:t. ·a·re:.a·s in .t:he. · 
original and- t-he.= mqqlif_·ie .. d j:OiJ;l.t·s~. 
·-1;:. 




. ' . 
. .. 
The fasteners in :the grip. :areas: were· remov·ed ;i.n. bot-~ 
. - .· - --· .. --·------ - -------
_. __ ---- --------- --
------------- .. ----- -









fasteners in the test porti-o.n were disturbed. J\514 and A572· 
h1gh strength steel plat·es ·. w:ere added· at both ends of each j oin;t:. 
and drilled to match the exist_:ing hole patterns. The original 
... 
. . 
. drilled holes were distorted due to the prior loading, and it 
was necessary to ream the .resu].ting plate assembly so that 1 i.n. 
A490 bolts could be installed~ 
:, 
>-
The cross sectional area in the test portion was re-
duced by removing the existing angles and two lines of fasteners 
on each side which reduced the width of the joint plates as well 
as the number of fasteners. The reduction in plate a~ea was ac-
complished while the shingle joints were still assembled. A line 


















. ~ ·, 
• . . 
'. • . . . '." . i.: . • 
. _._,.~- . joint for e~s,e of cutting off the remaining plate area with ·an' ' . r 
~t 
'. . ____ .,. 
J 
··------~--J .. , - . 
•· 
• desired --reduq4ion in area ·was obtained, and al.1 s'~r~aces milled 
~ I 




.. :_ ... ·. 
:ot· 
' 
,· As in -the prevjous ·t.es .. t.s. th-e -·jo.in:t:s: ,were ins:t·:rum~:r1.te_d 
i 
to assist in the. evaluation of~ joint, s:tre·ngth ~:nd· ·t·o. ·p.ro·vide i,n:- _ 




- - -~---~. ~~--.--~·---
___ ___,____,_~-
,· . 
. : ,i 
The .,modified - joints .were·: instrumented t·o record:: 
-- -- ~ --- - -- - . - ~ _._.__~--:-1--......... ,. -T-· ---- -; - - ------ ------~ .... ~---- --'· .~------;- -.-·.-
.I 
.. 
- ··- r L •• '• • 
·-.·· 
·(l.) Distribution of pla.te: forces. Prev.ious measure~ .fj. 
. • 
• 
. · . 




. .., . 
... 
ments were. no.t·'.exten:s:tve. enough to· permit satis-:· 
factory eva-luation .. pf_ :p·_iate forces thpoughout: 
the joint. .,,. 
~ (2) Overall joint elongation which gave a measure . ... 
, 
• 
of the joint st~ffness . 
(.~). Fastener Forces. No technique has been developed 
to measure fastener shear for·ces directly, but 
by measuring the· hole offsets of the f'astener, 
the. fastener force can be determined from cali-
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• .... _ 
. . . 
. The. plate fore.es were measured at various locations 
' • C _ ... ; .. , 
~ . ~ 
- wit:h .:144 electricc;1l resistance strain gages placed on ea·cl-1 joint 
' 1
~ as shown . in Fig ~ 13 .. 
• 
·-1 .... ,.. ' 
Q\1erall joint ·elon·ga::tio_fi -wa.s· rneas:ured. in ~-~ch: '.JCin·t· 
with both d:i.al :.g·age. (see Fig~ 14a) -a.nd cantilever: :_gage (-s.e .. e 
. 
. Fig. 14b). ~hei· elongation~ were: measured at tl1e .. cent.e".i? ··1ine· qf: 
each face av.er a: ·1eng·th of· .teµ feet, as .indica·t.ed in .. f'ig.·.. 1S 
.by gage-~ 2.1 ·and, 22 ... 
,, 
gages on one sid:$ and cantilever gages ,~pn the opposit·,e si.de ·at 
ten differnet ·le.vels c>n· each edge of -the :bolted join·t. ·Tne . 
•. 
. -... 
· · · -·--··-·- ·-----•--- •·•rc•·J·-
• 
- .. ---~-"'-· 
~- -----~- --- -- --• -.. -"" ·--· ---:-~~-
- ,• _ .. 
:!· 
-,-- '":'· . -·· ~ ~ 
selecte9 locations: .we,.re· at· points where ·one of the main plates 
or lap pl~tes w~-re cttb. a·na midway. between them as illustrated 
in Fig. 15 .. • 
. In ·aact·it:ion to the dial and cantilever:, lines were 
scribed across all ·six plates at eighteen differnet level_s on 
.. 
• each ed.ge of both joints. The selected locations were at points 
on the edges corresponding to the outside line of fa·steners 
- ... 
as shown in Fig. 16. 
• 
3~4 Test Procedure 
Both joints were loaded in stati~ tension using a 
S,000,000 lb.- univera·1 testing machine with pin grips as illus-
trat~d in Fig. 17. The procedure used for the bolted joint, as 
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• '4; • • • ) ..... 
The dials, cantilev.er gages, and 'strain gages.were all 
.-
.-~--:~ _.=_.• .. , 
, .......... ~ ___ :_·read before load was applied. -~-- .- -.·.- ...• - ..... - . - -·-~t"-•. -
"'i. 
-~: 
The joint was · _then loaded in in-
crements of 300 kips up tO the inception bf non-linear behavior .. _ 
and then increments of 100 ,kips until theuitimate.load was 
• ¥ • 
reached·. 
' ' 
Total joint elongations, local deformations, and the 
d:istrfbution of plate forces were recOrded at every other load · 
increment in the e,laStic regi9n and at· each load increment- in the 
inelastic reg.ion, The hole Of.fsets from the scribed lines were 
. ' 
recorded at every load increment as sQotl as they we.re noticeable .. 
:3:. 5 Test Results r--·- .• ~-
·1. ·Bolted Jo~nt .. -i..,, ..... :.:_ .. -:--.- ~-·-·:-· '. ·-
.• ... 
The test of the bolted· join:t -wa-$ .t;errnifrated- wh·e:n :the 
bottom row of fasteners at the most f'lexible end failed by shear- .. 
.---:\. . 
ing off due to the unbutton:i,.ng or long joint ef fe.ct. This oc-
- curred at a load level of 3,550 kips and cores ponds to a load 
equivalent to 75% of the tensil'e strebgth at the net section. 
The unbuttoning failure of the bolted joint is shown 
in Fig. 18. The figure shows the holes at the location where 
the b~lts were sheared off. The average ultimate shear strength 
was 46 ksi which is 60% of the shear st,:-ength of a single bolt. 
This type of behavior has been observed in previous tests of 
long bolted and riveted butt joints Where the strength also 
d d . th . . . . . 1 . . th 10 ' 11 ecrease w1 1ncreas1ng Joint eng . 
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· The over~11. bolted joint· elonga.tion. -i~ :~hown. in· Fig: .. 
. , .a-_-- .. - -~ • .,... . . ·-· :-- --~-----~-- .. -- ·, 
·~----. 
· 19 . No slip was evident at any~ stage bf lo~ding 1:>ecause o.f th·e 
' . 
previous· test history (See Fig. 4). .The: av~ra'.ge s·tre~s at the .· 
. '.,:_.:_.., 




' ,.,. .. 
earlier te'S"t's and the, retest:_s co.uld ·corre:la-tera • .. Fqr this :pe.ason·, 
the fasteners were not .removed d·upi,ng the :modificatj_ons ~nd th~ 
. 
.. .. ' t· 
geometrio proportions o·t· the j.qint· were mainta:ined·. S.iri:ce the· 
area was reduced by a factor· of= one-half, the te·st· load. for t.·he 
-
·re.test was· factored by ·two a.nd · the· results were compa.:r~ed with th~· 
' . 




. ·curve- of the factored~ l'etest with the UI1loading :curve of the 
. 
. 
:o·r.iginal test. It is readi.ly apparent· th·at tne· "Ofig·inal arid' 
modified joint had about the same stiffness. 
The results of the local deformations measurements are 
. 
·summarized in Fig. 21. The location of the. local deformation. 
gages are shown in Fig. 15. The resu·lts clearly indic.ate that 
·. . - . 
there is a substantial va·~~ation in the load carried by individ-
. ual fas.teners as evidenced by the vartation~ · in hole offsets along 
the joint length. Equalization of load among all bolts did not 
occur. The end fasteners were critical, (See locations 1 and 11 
and 10 and 20 in Fig. 21a). Although the interior fasteners have 
considerable reserve in shear strength, this reserve cannot be de-
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. > . -This is also illust~ated by the displacements : o~ ·:-~:~l'l.~ __ 
------ :-~-----r-·---·--,- ·. 
• 





-.. _-.,.scribe. lines along· the j·oinc- length. . Figure 22 sumrharizes . -. \ . 
... ' the hole offs~ts _ in inches- at the ultimate .load of 3;550 kips •. 
- The- values iri the· columns refer to the «,relative movement betwe -~n·~--~-




. cont_irm that the principal sh·ear· J;>lan~s are the critical one.s .. 
·- ·This· ·is: evidenced by the va.;t'iation in ho.le .offsets alo_n,g ·.the 
jciint ·1e:ngth. , 
j. 
These meas-urem·ent's· aiso s'.how··'that_ tt)e e.nd· of ·the joint 
·fs· :the critical· area.. Note the la/rge _q;f:f.sets. at t-he e~d of the 






:B·olts g_t ____ the .- joint ~end. were -she-a-Pee ·of:f----a-s· ·i.ndi·cated ~ . - An -examin_:.c_-··--. ___ L ··----- --· -.-- .. ··~· 
ation of the fasteners after the test indicated that failure 
-was: imminent at the other critical shear plane. Fasteners be-'"". 
yo_nd the first_ plate termination were not significa.ntly affected 
and little load was able to be distributed to the,ri\: ·on the shear 
plane (See Figs. 21c and 21d) .. 
• 
r • 
Figures 23 and 24 are·photographs of the scribe lines 
that were used to determine the relative pl.ate movements. The 
bottom photo (F·ig. 23) shows the offset at the row whe-re fastener 
failure occurred. The bolts were sheared off between.the plates 
marked with strain gages 1 and 2. This location showed the largest 
relative movement between plat~s throughout the joint, confirming 
the large force that. was transferred into the bolts at this 
location. 
• 
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The ,to.p photograph' (Fig:_ -2.3) shows~ the ·scribe lines . 
- ;, . - - . ,- - ·- .. . . 
. just.l below the ma~n pl~te termination. Note that the hole· off- -·. . .. 
--
.. 
sets on each s:·ic;1e· of the plate are substantially less .than· tlie. 
offsets obse:rved · at ,the end of the joint. The largest: ·re·rat-ive 
· movement at this· location occurred -between ;the -Pl.ates mc;irkec:l _ 
. . 
with straitl' ·:g:ages 19 and 20.. This was t..he more criti.cal shear 




·H·o1e :of:f.set.s· at othe.r. loca-tions al.011g .. th·e j· .. o·irr~ are 
'.J., .• (, -.t.~ . 
i·11:us,,tr.ateo. ·in' Fig. 24. Th·ey show · the o·f!$e·t~. ·at the terminat.ion 
·of:· the- 'two remaining ma:tn plates. · It ·i-S appar~n·t that the. t:e,rm.:-, 
,:i.na.tion .. · of these plates h~d- ·substan·tially less e.f feet th,at( at -~-
- .. 
~ 
. ·· the more flexible j_oir1t end. The largest relative movement at 
- - -- -- ----- -------·-·- - --·-~·- .. -
------ -- -----
middle plate termination occurred between the plates marked -51' 
and adjacent plates identified by strain gages so-and ·s2. 
. ~ 
The top picture.(Fig. 24) shows the scribe line at 
the last plate termination. Note that at this location almost 
no relat;ive movements between pJ.ate~ have taken place, indicatin_g 
th_at very little force was being transferred into adjacent 
plates. 
Referring to Figs. 22, 23 and. 24, one sees that the 
prevailing trend for the relative movement between plates at 
different locations throughout the joint are generally ~he same 
...,..., ... '":'• 
as was assumed in. the development of the theoretical solQtion. This 
corifirms and j~stifies the choice of boundary conditions that were 
assumed in the idealized joint. 
,:!' 
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, .-_· . . - - - . . -~ . - • . - . .. . - . - _-·_ ~~ ----~~=~~= --:- --_ ~-=~,- .:: --. -~~------~-~~=__:, _____ .. .-~--~- . ,~, 
.. .· _. . . " . ·: -_-;-·arn:e·-~-stra:tn--·meas-iir,iinents· provided a means of evaluating , -.. . . . . if 
. . 
-
.. -- . . - " f@J,· 
~-
. ,, ·(?til 
-···:· the assumed load distribution· ·tha·t is used in design_. -Figure 2-5 ·-· .... , .... -.--- - .-- · ~.~~, 
.... shows the plate forces computed from the me·asu;t'ed strains·· a~d 
compared with the ass~~d desi.gn pla~-~- fcirces· ·a~ the~ d~sigil~' loaq __ :.' 
of 1524 kips. It i.s apparent that -the load· was transferre:d from: 
-
all three main ·plates into the ~lap pla-tes as these eleme1tts: ·pro~---
. I 
gressed into the jo-int . 
,· 
but:ion at a load leyel :of , 152-4 ~nq 2000· :kips· resp~ct_iv¢ly. · rt "'·· :_· · 
·· is apparent that the forces in ·each d_fscon.tin:uous p-late element 
were transferred priina,rily ·inter the. adj:·acent pl·ate el~ments. 
This .was confirmed by the mea:surea· ·hole qffsets. As expected, 
the loaa was anout evenly distri:buted~~ to ·al_i plates--ne~r the 
.• 
middle of the joint. · This is apparent~ from the measured force:-s, · 
. ~ 
that existed in each pl·ate- ·element be·tween fasteners 8 and 9- .• 
2. Riveted Joint • 
The test of the riviued joint was terminated when all 
the rivets in regions I and II were simultaneously sheared off .. 
At rupture the shank, ~manufacture head, and driven head of the 
rivets remaine~ lodged in the plates. This occurred at a load 
level of 2800 kips and corresponds to a load equivalent to 63% 
of the tensile strength at the net section .. 
' Figures 28, 2~, 30 and 31 are photographs ·of the 
riveted joint after failure. The photo ~n Fig. 28 shows the head 
of ·the rivets lodged in the lap plate. in portion I. The photo 
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. . . 
. F-igure 30 shows portion II.- ·Th~ rivets ·were also sheared off·· 
··----: 
at the critical shear· surface in this_ po;r-tio~ .. : Figure· 32 · shows 
. . portion~- .rt is apparent that the termination of last main 
.,............ 
I plate has, substantially less effect.than at- the other two plate· 
· terminations. It is also appare:nt· that in pprt.ion III very little· 
.. 
r~lative movements between plate·s have taken place, _t!]5!icati~g -~ 
t •; 
· that the forcEr·· va.riations was not as gre.a·t .. J\gain ,""' the.se results-.. · 
show that the flexible end of the joint. ·is the critical area .. 
..... ::,: ·.5; :.·-~·: 
.d~·!ii 
---···-
. , . 




·The overall riveted joint elongation is shown in Fig. 
32. The figure compares the measure·a. response of the bolted and · 
-·-·-. --· - ··-·-. .. -·· --------
~~ -··-------------·-- ------------ -
. . -:· 
.•.. 
,,, 
..... riveted joints with the theoretical stiffness of the joint. The 
theoretical curves obtained using the _net and ·gross .. section. areas 
bounded the measured behavi~r in _the elastic ra_n_ge .. The gross. 
cross section.predicts c}.osely the bolted joint ~tiffness_wh~re-
as the net section area predicted the riveted joint stiffness 
. . ~ in. the elastic range. The figure illustrated that at. every _load 
level the riveted joint elongation-was greater than the bolted· 
joint. No ~lip was evident at any stage of loading because of· 
the previous test h~story (See Fig. 4) . 
The average stress in the riveted joint at the net 
-section was 55.5 ksi which is below the yield strength (See 
Table 1). The average ultimate shear strength was 36 .2 ksi which 
was 80% of the shear strength of a single rivet. The average 
·, 
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variations in. the load_ carried ·by- -individual fasteners in. large . 
· ................. ,1-.,-.. • 
• ' I ,.;.,_. 




- - - ·--. . 
bolted joint was 27% stronger than .,the: r·iveted joint. _- · 
. 
. ' ) 
• 
- ·- .. ~ 
.. 
. ·•· · -·Figures ·33 and 34 -s·ummari·ze the measured. load d.istri,-. 
• 
bution at load levels of 1524 and., 20·80 kips. · As · in the :bolte.d 
I • ,. 
.. 
. .. joints, . the load was transferred f-rorn ·all three main :piates into . ,I 
. 
; ' 
.the lap plates. as these element;s .progres:sed· into the jo,_int. The 
· load was about evenly dist·,ributed t<;> all plates in portion III 
-
of the joint. -This_ is appa·_r.ertt ._from ·the measured· forces that 
existed in each· plate element between _fasteners 14 and 15 ~ This 
.- r • 
. 





- .-.:-· _____ ....._ _____ ·.-·-· ---- .·---·-- -·- ----~-·---...... ··--------. --~---. -----··--·---·----- _, 
__ helped to exp.lain why the fasteners in this portion -were not 
sheared off·.since the magnitude of·~~the force in the pl_ate~ 
'\ --~ 
is about half the force that exists at the o.ther end of the 
joint in Po.rtion I. - In addition the uniformity in plate forces_ 
tends to produce a more uniform distribution in the fasteners 
• 
force. • • 
• 
The measured results from the previous tests and the 
test reported he~~in will be compared in the following section ~ 
·-
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The _theoretical . e-1-a-s-ti~-load--parti-t-isn. -in a shing-18 
. . . 
-- CJI" -





its development. This can ·be accomplished· 'py· cornp·~ring t·he ,--.,_ 
theoretical solution with the plate f9rce·s report·ea by Yoshida 
and Fisher1 ,as _well as the initial staQ'.es Of ·reading of the te-st~-
reported herein. 
·----l· 
·' . '·i 
. The .. idealized joint was· ·p.artit:ioned · into: ~,g:age· strip·s . 
,: 
:and the theoretical_ solution is b·a$ed··. on the solution of a single 








patterns showed that the unit strains did not vary across the 
joint from edge to edge. 12 It was importa~t to evaluate the 
suitability ·of a· single gage strip tn joints with staggered- hole-
'- ·.. .pat-terns • 
• 
·strain distribution was determined from SR-4 gages which 
were located at eigh~ differe-nt cross -sections. These measure-
I 
ments demonstrated that the unit strain variations across the 
joint was very small at all stages of loading. F~gure 35 shows 
\, 
the strain distribution across the top lap plate at about mid-
point of the· bolted joint for several load levels. The.· dashed 
l •• 
liries indicate the average strain at. t~r~·point for the given 
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• I • • • .. • ... • - ~ • • • '"' ...... _ 
· .·· ···· · ... -. ~- uniform~ ·across -the joint from edge t_o __ edge irreg~rdless of the 
-·- -- .. ______ .. -
·.; 
~ .. . ' -· q .-
-~-- ., 
~··.fastener pattern. · The same 'behavior was obse.rved at other ,lo-
cations along the l~ngth of tbe··· bo1tec1 and riveted .joints~- -· The · 
_ results indicate.that each gage striP. b~haves·about the same • 
.... .,..~.1\ ..... 
Sin·ce the- edge angles were _cut at the same· point -.as ·the 
' 
-- ·-- ~': ·- . 
third main .plate (See Fig. 3) their ar·ea was aver·a·~-~d ·.ano:· q~s- .. 
:,· tributed to the third main plate. 
- I 
. 
·.!....___ _______ .. ---- -
.. . . 
• ".' •. , ·.• ._-. • . :, •·. '.; • ) .. ~ • • . • .•• ·.;,_ '. :·.·.,' ·, • \i, .. ,.}~_ ·••·• " ; .. :·~: 
. ' ...... 
. One· of the assumptions ma·ae in the development of. ·the : 
. 
theoretical··«s·olution was that the piates separated by the prir1c:i~ 
-
pal slip _plane act as a t1.nit,. -TI1is· id .. ealized joint w·ill .. oehave 
as an -unsymmetric,al b~tt joint. The unsyinmetrical butt joint · 
· ·-~~:- -----cc;nst-steci--or--three -·components--as-~·shown 1i1 ---p·ig-~ · 6 . - Itt .. order· ·-to~-0~:-~-- --· -~'--·---· · --·---
check this assumption tl)e plate forces measured in ~ach individual 
.plate were integrated as appropriate. Figure 3o shows the re- . . ~---
s.ulting measured plate forces for both the bolted and riveted 
.. >·'' joints when the applied joint load was· 3100 kips. These forces 
. 
were obtained by adding the individual plate forces in each plate 
. , t. .. 
element. The force in the edge angles was added to the middl:'e 
portion. 
One interesting result that is .apparent from Fig. 36 
is that the value of n is about one-half. Since a was taken as 
the ratio of the force carried by ·the top lap plate to the applied 
, . 
load, it was originally assumed that·~ was proportional to the 
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of a, equal ·~o-- ~.6. _ The tes.t ·results· .inc\.;cated that the·· str·ess • ·. 
. .~ . 
distribution at the·interior of the.joint.was substantially 
·""· • 
. -
dif fei:'ent frc>m this design assumption at · all stages·· of the loading. 
The load.partl:-tion in the unsymmetrical butt joint was 
-: -determineci theoretica:3-1y us i~g a value of ct eqµal · t:o one-h-alf ·• · 
......... ----------····' ' 
.-
The results are swrunarized in Figs·. 37· to 39 and -·c;::om·par·ed to the 
.. 
experimental results. Figure 37 compares the theoretical. and 
.. 
. ,-
experimental results for the load carried by the top lap plat~· . ·"·'· 
when the total applied load is 3100 kips. The integrated forces 
shown in Fig. _36 are p:lott·ed.: in Fig. -37· for both the bolted and 
riveted joints. Figure 38 shows similar comparisons of the 1,oad 
partition for the middle plate and Fig. 39 for the hottoin-p-1-ate.: - · · 
It is apparent from F:ilfs. 37 to 39 that there is good 
( 
' r, 
overall agreement between the theoretical and experimental results. 
The ~easured force in each plate element followed the trend pre-
dicted by the theoretical analysis. There were insuffi.cient 
• 




·evaluation. The observed deviations between the theoretical 
-
results and the measured plate,forces in the bottom lap plate 
are in part due to (1) the effect of the angles, (2) the as-
. sumptions of a single gage strip, (3) the value of a, and (4) 
lack of complete documentation of each· plate force. 
-,~ . 
... 
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·, to· the· elastic region. No attempt was made .to extend t-he so- · 




4.2 Partition of Load· in Modified ·Bolted Joints 
-.....IE.&'I'he st.rain .. measurements n,during ·the, origi-nal tes:.t.s were 
... ' 
not extensive ·enough.along.the joint·length to permit a complete 
evaluc3:ti_9n of the transf:er of ·plate for¢e·s. througho~t t.he joint_. 
In addition.,: as was_. noted· in Article ·4.l ot.her- f~ctdrs could .in-. , 
-·-fluence ·the oom·parison between theopy :c3nd: .. tes:t··· · Th~ mod:if-ie:d / · 
joint and ·th~. idealized joint were· more neaply alike tt1hen. th.e 
. ~- angles were ·remo~ed. The plate strain were, measurec;i in each , 
I 
- ,, 
.. I . 
~ l 
- -~----------
. - -------~· ~~··- :-. -- . ----·- -
.. ~-plate at ·-seventeen-;diffe·r~ent ___ cross-sectfons along the joint,~ ' 
Figure 27 summarized the measured load that was obse-rved ir:i: eaqb 
' 
-~) ·•. . 
·- - · element of the bolted joint at ·.a load leve·1. ·of 2·000 ~ips. - . 
.. 
)' 
~igure 40 summarizes ·the total plate force in e.ach 
. - -· ·- . ' 
. - " -
' - - . -
.,,. maj·or component that was obtained by adding the individual plate 
• .... 
--~_forces.show·nin Fig. 27. ___ .The value a. is approximately ~qual to 
--·-One half as was the case in the ea~lier work prior to the joint . . 
·modifications. The measured force in each major component are 
compared with the theoretical solution in Figs. 41 to 43 • 
. 
Figure 41 shows the comparison between the theoretical 
and the experimental load partition for the top lap plate. Figure 
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" .. 
. · . 
• . . 
- .• t· 
/---. . . 
~.·. . .. 
- -~:. . 
, .. 
' . . 
. . ' . . 
~ -- ....J-,, ........ 
....... , ........ 
·~ . 
• 
. ,,. th~ bottom lap plate. · Note that the _ma,jgr· devicitions betwee,n · 
-- . • - ·- -- -. - -,., . 'l, • . 
theory and experiment occurs at locations where the regions·change. 
\ . . 
The load was ·not transferred.irito the.l.ip pJate in this region as 
quickly as the theory would predict.· Very little deviation 9ccurs 
~ • J ~ 
between theory and experiment in regions II and !II. Except for 
.'!f' 
.the slight deviation in region I, the measu:red forces conformed 
to the predicted ·pia·te: .f·orce. ·s:.·. It should be noted .that ·:the: ob-·: 
••I 
. . sel'ved di~tribution of force to the lap plates at the inte.rior 
wa·s used· in ~he theoretical analys-i:S. In: othet', -word·s· ct w·as t:aken 
.. as O. 5 instead of proportional_ ·to ·the plate area. 
·This is the · 
... , . ~~ 
' 
:re.as·on f.or the convergenc_e of th~ t.es.t dat.a cin.d· t:he,··t·beore·tica:i 
.c-urve at location 16. 
: .- .. . •. 
-~ 
~.-·-. 
·- ·4,, ______ _ 
_..,.. .. 
·•·. 







. . . 
'·, 
It seems p:t'obable tha.t pa:rt of. :the reason f.or the s:light ·. 
deviations between theory and t~s.t-· i.s.: t·he addition .o·f the in-
dividual gage strips. 
-The individual plate forces that were summar·ized in 
Fig. 27 are compared in graphibal form with the theoretical re-
• 
sults in Fig. 44. The comparison is for.the middle or main plates 
of the joint. Major deviation is in the two plate$ adjacent to 
the lap plates. More force is being transferred from plate 2 
than the other two plates. Note that at each plate discontinuity, 
there is a sudden pick up of load by the adjacent plates. The 
theoretical and the experimental load distribution results show 
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.. . ' 
-The· conclusions are based. on the results of·_ theoretical ~ -
elastic studie~ of load distribution in shingle joints.and two . 
• 
. tests_ of large 's-h.ingle joints of A572 st.e.e).. One fastened with 
7 /8 in. A325~ bolts and the other with ·7/8 in. AS02 Gr •. 1 rivets. 
1. The gross cross sectional area best r_epresented 
the .joirif" sti-ff·ness-~ in· :the. ·bolted, .:fqint,.. And:s . 
. :,,.:· 
the net cross seciional area best ~epres~nted 
the joint stif·fnes~ in "?the riv.eted. joint .• 
. . .. -
2. The ultimate load in the bolted joint was 3550 :: 
.. 
_:__~---. --- --.--~-




· 75% of ·the tensile stren~th at the net· section·. 
The ultimate load in the riveted joint was 2800 
kips- which corresponds to a load equivalent to 
~ 63% of the tensile strength at the net section. 
The bolted joint was 27% stronger than the 
t 
riveted joint. • 
. , 3. At every load level the deformation of the 
riveted joint was greater than the bolted joint. 
4. At the ultimate test load, there was substantial 
variation in the load carried by individual fas-
teners in the large bolted joint. The average 
. 
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. l ' 
. . 
_ 60% of. the shear strength of .a· single bolt •. The 
. .. . . . 
. .· ' . . . [" - - r-- '. -- --· 
· end of the. s,hingle joint with the most heavily -~ 
" . 
loaded p'lat;~.$ is··the critical a_rea. The end i- -
. . . . " l -· . 
fasteners at t]1is j'oint end: :fa:il~d-· by ··unbuttoning:• 
.. 
At the ultimate tes.t .. load. there was. less variation. 
. .... ·.·.. . . . . ~ ,, .. , . 
-· .. 
. ~ 
in the load carr~ed :by individual fastenet's i11 the 
large riveted j·oi~t :thf3n. in the large:.-:bo'lted joint • 
The average.ultimate shear strength in the riveted 
joint w,i-s ·-EfO.% :o-f: t_he sh:~_9r. $.trength .of-' a· .single 
· rive:t. 
. . . . . . ' 
·~ 
'" 
, .6. ~- The. 9Verage u_ltim.a.te .. she::ar· st~-~11g};h W:as 46 ks i in : 
____ th~ bo.lteJi __ jo:int: a.nd _36-.-~~i--ir:t the:-~iveted·-j·o±nt-.- ·"---'---~------~-
7-,.. The ultimate:· st.r·eng:th: tests indi.cc1t.ed that shingle 
joints did not produce , s!tisf (lctory distribution .. :--,; 
of. forces to the faiteners. The fasteners in 
Region I were forced to resist substantially higher 
loads than assumed and resulted in premature joint 
failure. Although a shingle joint does produce.a 
reasonable flow of force in the plates it·leads to 
yery long joints and a resulting decrease in 
strength of the fasteners • 
. , ... 
:8 •. The forces in each discontinuous -plate· element 
were transferred primarily into the adjacent 
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~_ ..... ~--· -4 ....... 
,··. '-1, 
.. · -~ 9. A theoretical elastic solution .for ·t·he: stre.ss · ·-
-- ....... ~.--
resultants in the various components of a shingle. 
. 
' joint was found to be in good agreement with the 
. --...: 
. 
. . experimental ._results within the e:ia·stic r_ange. b 
.. 
10. The study .also indicat.ed tha·t the· effectivene.s.s· . . .. \ 
· of the· plat,es · at .the j oiht·\. ·int_~r·i.or was not 
proportion.al to. t-he .. tr a~ea; This deviation w·as 
..: . 
greatest for th,e b.olt:ed ·jo~nt· •. _ Apparently, _:t·h~-
{"· L . 
.·_ -~· greater stiffnes·s. of. the -bolt dis·tri:'butes· the 
load ·about. e.qua1··1y: to the lap ·plitte.s· even. tho·ug_h._ 
.. 
'· 
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' FIG. 1 TYPICAL TRIPLE-PLATE SHINGLE JOINT 
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COMPARISON.OF LOAD-DEFORMATION CURVES OF 
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. FIG. 5 TYPICAL SHINGLE JOINT 
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FIG • 9(b) SHEAR DEFORMATION BE~AvioR.:.cir SINGLE FAS~EN&RS 
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FIG. 11 MODIFIED TEST. JOINTS . . 
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FIG. 18 "UNBUTTONING" FAILURE OF . LARGE BOLTED JOINT 
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FIG.· 42 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL LOAD PARTITION IN • • ! 
MODIFIE~ BOLTED JOINT (Middle Plate) 
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